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history, nor the encyclopedia article, nor the fugitive
contribution to the decent obscurity of the magazine ;
but rather a balanced survey, with such historical
illustrations as may be found necessary, of the tenden-
cies and forces, political, economic, intellectual, which
are moulding the lives of contemporary States.
Such a survey the present series of volumes on the
Modern Nations of the World hopes to supply. The
aim of each volume is to enable its readers to under-
stand a nation not as it was a hundred years ago, or
even as it was twenty years ago, but as it is now with
all the modifying experiences and happenings of the
war become part of its system. And though it is
impossible to form an intelligent appreciation of the
present without a knowledge of the past, there are
two pasts—a dead and a living—and these volumes
deal only with the living past, with those fragments
of ancient experience which continue to influence the
minds and shape the actions of living men. Among
some races, such as the Irish and the Serbs, very far-off
things are often very present; elsewhere, the com-
memorative instinct is so faint as hardly to enter into
political reckonings at all.
One other feature of these volumes may be noticed. ,
They are designed to supply materials for an estimate
of the future. To the question " What course is such
a nation likely to pursue, what position in the world
is it likely to hold, what contribution is it likely to
make to the common stock of human values ?3> this
series should supply if not the answers which we seek,
yet lines of approach travelling along which we may
reach them. Our difficulty now is to distinguish the
ephemeral from that which is enduring or likely to be
relatively permanent, to put on one side manifestations
which are but the dying relics of outworn and vanishing
conditions, and to concentrate upon the movements
which have in them a soul and a future. Even in our
judgment of domestic things, where the facts and
conditions are familiar, we do not always make this,

